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Diane von Furstenberg shows global
appeal of wrap dress with It Girl series
February 26, 2014

 
By SARAH JONES

U.S. fashion label Diane von Furstenberg has launched the series “Journey of a Dress” on
its blog to show the garment worn by famous faces around the globe.

This series, part of the 40th anniversary celebration for the brand’s iconic wrap dress,
kicked off with model Coco Rocha taking the dress with her on travels to multiple fashion
weeks. By attaching globetrotting fashionistas to its wrap dress, DVF is able to showcase
the versatility and worldwide appeal of its  signature item.

"It appears that DVF is trying to revive the wrap dress as an iconic, timeless piece of a
woman's wardrobe," said Megan Wintersteen, lead planner for social at Huge, New York.

"Portraying the journey of a dress through different models across a variety of cultures,
environments, weather, et cetera, shows how the wrap dress transcends the everyday
elements that dictate fashion choices and positions it as a staple, something a woman
can feel good in anywhere, any time, any place," she said.

"Subsequently, these attributes have an indirect and positive impact on the brand as the
originator of the trend, demonstrating innovation, class and worldliness."

Ms. Wintersteen is not affiliated with Diane von Furstenberg, but agreed to comment as an
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industry expert.

DVF did not respond by press deadline.

Model behavior

Ms. Rocha is a model and te levision personality who starred in Oxygen’s reality show competition series “T he

Face.” She has modeled in DVF fashion shows and was already a part of the  anniversary ce lebration by co-hosting

the  live -stream of the  opening of DVF’s Los Angeles exhibition “Journey of a Dress” (see  story).

Its  first blog post about the series featured three images of Ms. Rocha wearing different
wrap dress in three locations.

Blog post on Lip Service

The post continues with an interview with Ms. Rocha, where she talks about her mom’s
love of DVF’s wrap dress, and the fact that she was so young when she wore her first one
that she does not remember it. She continues, saying that she will eventually dress her
daughter in a wrap dress, and the legacy will continue.

DVF shot Ms. Rocha during February, which is a busy month for the model, with New York,
London, Milan and Paris Fashion Weeks. She says she packed multiple DVF wrap dresses
for her trips.

Later in the Q&A, Ms. Rocha describes her personal style as “eclectic,” explaining that she
picks things up all over the place. She then lists her must-haves for spring and finishes with
her mantra.

A few days later, DVF posted a video of Ms. Rocha in her travels. In the video, viewers see
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Ms. Rocha in her hotel room as she explains her sartorial choices for London, New York
and Toronto.

The Journey of a Dress: Coco Rocha

DVF posted the photos and video from the series so far to its Facebook and Twitter,
including links to read more about it on its brand blog “Lip Service.”

Tweet from DVF

Giving DVF the audience of her 692,000 followers, Ms. Rocha tweeted about her travels,
posting photos and links to the article on her account.

Tweet from Coco Rocha
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After Ms. Rocha, “Journey of a Dress” will continue with other “It-Girls,” including Chiara
Ferragni in Italy and Camila Coutinho in Brazil.

Continuing the celebration

DVF has previously partnered with well-known tastemakers to reach a fashion-focused
younger demographic.

For instance, Diane von Furstenberg teamed up with it-girl DJ Harley Viera-Newton for a
holiday campaign and collection to attract a younger audience.

Both the video and the campaign were inspired by Ms. Viera-Newton’s cat Marmite, with
feline-themed accessories. By using a well-known tastemaker as the star of its  holiday
campaign, DVF was able to reach not just its  own fans, but Ms. Viera-Newton’s as well
(see story).

This digital content is just one part of a year-long celebration for the wrap dress'
milestone.

Diane von Furstenberg partnered with American Express for a year-long series of events
exclusively for the credit card company’s cardholders as part of an ongoing campaign to
celebrate the 40th anniversary of the brand’s wrap dress.

This partnership began with a live-stream of DVF’s fashion show, hosted on both the
fashion label’s Web site and American Express Unstaged, which brings events to the
company’s registered members through online video. By teaming up with American
Express, DVF will have access to affluent individuals looking to purchase its apparel and
accessories (see story).

"The story they tell through the imagery and Q&A focuses a lot on the versatility and
reliability of the wrap dress," Ms. Wintersteen said. "Therefore, I'd assume that their
desired target is an active, high-income working female who is often on-the-go. A woman
who values being put together, is  prepared and has the means to spend on the higher price
point.

"Since the campaign imagery, video and social media posts all include calls to action to
read more, it suggests that the campaign may be more awareness-focused as a means to
drive traffic to their Web site," she said. "Once there, they do ask users to submit their own
wrap dress stories, but because that experience is being hosted on the Web site instead of
Facebook or other social media platforms, it indicates that social engagement is a lower
priority.

"That being said, I would expect some of the conversation around dress stories to occur
organically in social anyway, although probably at a minimal rate."

Finale Take

Sarah Jones, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York 
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